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La Quinta High School
2012 Fall Orchestra Concert
Conducted by Mr. Richie Sebastian

STRING ORCHESTRA (3rd period)
A Rockin’ Halloween..................................................arr. Mike Story
Shadows in the House......................................................Thom Sharp
Ghost Carnival.............................................................Erik Morales

ADVANCED ORCHESTRA (0 period)
The Incredibles..........................................................Michael Giacchino arr. Moss
Alice in Wonderland..................................................Danny Elfman arr. Kazik
Danse Macabre..............................................................Camille Saint-Saens arr. Hall

CELLO
Anna Bach
Paul Cao
John Lam
Chelsea Lee
Danny Nguyen
Kathy Nguyen
Anna Pham
Cindy Thai

BASS
Alexander Aguilar
Richard Lu
Bryan Phan
Kitty Phan
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BASS
Alexander Aguilar
Richard Lu
Bryan Phan
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VIOLIN
Miguelito Alvarez
Diamond Bui
Wendee Duong
Michael Hoang
Angie Lai
Crystal Le
Dinh Le
Steven Lee
Tian Luong
Buunghi (Bonnie) Ly
Dan Ngo
Natalie Ngo
Tuongvan Ngo
Anh Nguyen
Geneva Nguyen
Lisa Nguyen
Albert Tran
Diana Tran
Annie Trinh
Kevin Trinh
Minh Truong
Jennifer Vu
Grace Huynh
Vivan Nguyen
Vicki Tran

VIOLIN
Veronica Aguilar
Monica Alexanians
Eduardo Fernandez
Braveson Ly
Christian Do
Vivienne Le
Christine Leiterman
Tri Luong
Amy Nguyen
Chanel Nguyen
Jessie Nguyen
Travis Nguyen
Vina Q. Nguyen
Yvonne Nguyen
Maitlyn Phan
David Phung
Steven Phung
Quynh Tran
Monica Vu

VIOLA
Patrizha Alido
Cecilia Doan
Kristie Huynh
Antoinette Loi
Kristie Ngo
Melissa Vu
Catherine Zoller
Grace Huynh
Vivan Nguyen
Vicki Tran
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CELLO
Anna Bach
Dominica Cao
Vincent Doan
Jan Hong
Reizzel Javier
Jaime Le
Khiem Le
Diana Ngo
Aidan Nguyen
Kimberly Nguyen
Lily Nguyen

BASS
Nicholas Do
Julie Nguyen
Teresa Nguyen
Linh Ong
Andrew Vu